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 Being Fruity in the Big City re-membering the past: Enrique Serna’s Fruta verde
Niamh Thornton, University of Ulster.

Enrique Serna has established himself as a writer of considerable originality.  He shifts attention towards popular culture mixed with political subtexts in what are intellectually engaged novels.  Serna’s autobiographical novel, Fruta verde (2006), has received critical interest as the first Mexican bisexual novel.​[1]​  This raises interesting issues in itself, which I shall examine in this chapter.  Fruta verde is a re-membering of Serna’s life story and its displacement onto an imagined past. The narrative is told through subjective memory fictionalised.  He reconstructs his own past using collective, transnational, urban popular culture such as music and films, and a, sometimes amusing, mixture of references to Marxist and gay literature.  In his own life, the period he writes about corresponds to his time working, first, in an advertising agency and, later, on a Mexican soap opera.  He faithfully adheres to this context, changing the names and fictionalising some details of events that occurred.  Drawing from interviews with the author, I shall consider how he captures the recent past through his memories and places his own personal and (for some) scandalous bisexuality in a public arena.  In addition, I shall examine the novel as a bisexual text and consider how Fruta verde challenges accepted readings of Mexican masculinity.
The protagonist of the novel is Germán, a bright, naïve, idealistic young man who is eager to seek independence from his conservative, over-protective mother.  He is bruised by a love affair with a young woman who leaves him for a young man from his circle of friends.  As a result, Germán, inexperienced and a romantic, is slow to date women.  Meanwhile, he goes to university at the state run Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México [National Autonomous University of Mexico] to study politics.  True to the period, much of his reading list is taken up with Marxist dialectical texts, an ideology that is gently satirised and to which Germán happily subscribes.  At the same time, based on his father’s recommendation and thanks to a short story he has published in a national newspaper, he gets a job in an advertising firm.  While there, he meets Mauro, a flamboyantly camp, out, gay man who attempts to seduce him from their initial encounter onwards.  Much of the trajectory of Fruta verde is taken up with Germán’s indecision over his sexual orientation and whether he should have intercourse with Mauro, and what it means to him, when he does.  
Fruta verde is named after the eponymous bolero by Luis Alcaraz.​[2]​  Serna is aware of the link between the bolero, a genre which evokes romantic sentimentalism, and its emotional impact on the audience (reader).  In an interview with La Jornada, he explained that his decision to use a bolero both in the title and the narrative was a way of appealing to the readers’ emotions, ‘[q]uise alcanzar una fuerte compenetración emotiva con mis personajes, en vez de observarlos con la distancia del escritor satirico.  A veces la ironía impide que brote la simpatía’ (García Hernández, np).​[3]​  Serna’s interview response refers to the collective popular appeal of the form and his intention to create a sense of intimacy designed to evoke sympathy for the characters.  This is a new departure for a writer who is reknowned for his use of irony, a tone particularly evident in Señorita México, a novel criticising the modern obsession with fame and celebrity.​[4]​  However, there is still plenty of irony in Fruta verde, in particular that directed against the mores of the middle classes, of which his mother is a stalwart upholder.  
The song ‘Fruta verde’ evokes the distant past and the golden era of the bolero.  According to Vanessa Knights, 

the Mexican bolero song genre…paradoxically appeals simultaneously to a nostalgic discourse of loss and longing while being orientated to the future as a product of the modern imagination through its urbane and cosmopolitan sound.  It is pivotal to the evolution of an urban sensibility tied in to modernity and modernization through the development of the mass media of the time: radio, the recording industry and film (127).  

In its heyday of the 1930s and 1940s, the bolero was already nostalgically driven by sentimentalism, while simultaneously appealing to a burgeoning urban audience.  This is because in the growing urban centres, in particular in Mexico City, ‘[i]t represented new ways of being and acting’ and ‘responds to a collective need for catharsis in order to alleviate the alienation produced by urban development in the context of uneven development and the fragmentary processes of modernization’ (Knights, 133).  In addition, it was associated with the transgressive, ‘marginal’, ‘hedonistic spaces’ and ‘zones of permissiveness’ (Knights, 133) which the new night clubs were.  It is in this emotional excess and new urban sensibility where their appeal for Germán lies.  It is a musical genre which has had both popular appeal and marginal, risqué association with new sexual freedoms of the urban nightlife.  Due to these associations it is possible for it to take on a queer reading.​[5]​  It has the potential to unsettle the reader who may associate the genre with heterosexual love, often seen through the lens of sentimental nostalgia.  By linking it with a gay romance, Serna is recalling the bolero’s association with a transgressive past.  
	‘Fruta verde’ is a sensual song which makes a simple metaphorical connection between tasting an apple and kissing a woman for the first time.  It puts considerable emphasis on sampling the ‘agridulce de perversidad’​[6]​ of the kiss and places the singer in the role of seductor/seductress, ‘yo tengo la culpa de que tu seas mala/ boca de chavala/ que te enseñé a besar’.​[7]​  The corruption of innocence, perverse love, sensuality and sin are contained in the song, all ideas which have considerable resonance in the novel.  In an interview, Serna alludes to the radical, transgressive potential of the bolero,  

The bolero is atemporal, because it has survived beyond its heyday, the 30s and 40s, and still has the capacity to move new generations…In my sentimental education, the bolero had a very important role, as is evident in Fruta verde.  More than a musical genre, for me the bolero is the art of loving which transforms pain into pleasure and challenges the prohibitions of bourgeois morals (interview with author).

The bolero recalls subjective notions of temporality.  While there is an evocation of a specific shared past through the references to the song ‘Fruta verde’, Serna also suggests that there is a sense of timelessness.  Time is multilayered: there is the historical period in which the bolero was at its peak, which is evoked in later years and is key to its ongoing popularity; and then, there are the individual, sentimental memories and experiences which it invokes. 
	‘Fruta verde’ conjures up specific moments in Serna’s own life, which is also reflected in the version sung by Ana María González, which he chose to reference.  Serna explains his choice,

Ana María González was a very successful singer in Mexico and Spain during the 50s, who released a record of songs by [the songwriter] Luis Alcaraz.  I mentioned that version in Fruta verde because it was the one that I listened to when I was eighteen years old in very similar circumstances to those of Germán Lugo, the protagonist of my novel’ (interview with author).

In this statement Serna is clearly drawing attention to the autobiographical in the novel.  This version of ‘Fruta verde’ was a nostalgic recording on its first issue, having been made in the 50s after the bolero was no longer at its peak and popular musical tastes had changed.  In turn, for Serna it reminds him of his youth in the 70s.  Rather than being anachronistic, this use of the bolero shows its enduring appeal and how music transcends its era to have the potential to work within an individual’s sentimental history and memories.
Fruta verde is a polyvocal novel.  A third person narrator, the young Germán’s diary entries, letters, dialogues, monologues, and sometime confessional-style dialogues (of sorts) between Germán’s mother, Paula, and her dead mother’s portrait are all used to tell the story.  This shift between third person and other narrative techniques undermines any single authority in the novel, hints at facts and information that are denied the reader and resists closure.  It is but one of the techniques which Serna employs to draw attention to the nebulous and unreliable characteristics of memory in his autobiographical novel.   
Set in the late 1970s, the novel’s trajectory varies according to whose point of view is being presented.  For Paula, it is a tale of her eldest son’s downfall into what she sees as the dreadful, immoral behaviour of the time, and her own confusion at her attraction for one of Germán’s friends who tries to seduce her.  For Mauro, it is Germán’s gay coming of age, and a turning point in his own career as a writer.  Whereas, for Germán, who literally gets the last word on it all, this roman à clef is his account of an important amorous adventure, his emergence into adulthood and his apprenticeship as a writer.  Serna, through Germán, ends the novel declaring his strong links to this past and, as the last person of this trio alive, tells of his mother’s death from cancer and the death and funeral of Mauro, with Germán as offical widow.  Having been Mauro’s longest sexual relationship and long-time friend Germán, now married with children, is comfortable assuming this mantle.  This is an example of the ease with which he assumes the ‘feminine’ role normally taken to be anathema for Mexican men.  
In an interview, Serna claimed that the book is primarily about love, 

Hay dos historias, una es la de las tribulaciones de un jovencito de 18 años cuando un dramaturgo que le dobla la edad trata de seducirlo, la otra es la de su madre, que también se enfrenta a un cortejo igualmente pertubador cuando un adolescente trata de conquistarla (García Hernández, np).​[8]​  

This is a useful summary but overlooks other issues that are given considerable space in the novel.  In particular, he ignores the significant subplot which follows both Mauro and Germán’s separate struggles to be professional writers in what is made clear is a political climate not open to experimentation.  Another important theme which underpins the novel is memory.  
Memory is central to the narrative from the opening pages.  Germán foregrounds this theme in his description of the street in which he grew up.  For him, it is ‘la decente y anodina calle Bartolache...más que una calle era una memoria viva de su pasado’ (Fruta verde, 23).​[9]​  As a young man Germán is already aware that the street contains memories, but the sentence gains extra resonance in a novel in which recall is a significant theme.  As an autobiographical novel memory is integral to its creation.  Yet, when a life is novelised it transforms it from an accurate retelling of past experiences to an account manipulated by the creative process.  Of course, as Paul de Man has stated ‘[a]utobiography seems to depend on actual and potentially verifiable events in a less ambivalent way than fiction does.  It seems to belong to a simpler mode of referentiality, of representation, and of diegeses’ (920).  The repetition of ‘seems to’ is important.  For him, autobiography’s truth claims are dubious.  In life writing there is a claim on veracity that is no more reliable than fiction.  Also, de Man removes the onus on fidelity to the truth and real lived experience away from the author and onto the reader’s expectation.  For him, autobiography ‘is not a genre or a mode, but a figure of reading’ (921).  His thinking marked a radical change in autobiographical theory, shifting it from being read as a genre to being read as a narrative, which although sometimes lays claim to absolute truths, cannot be taken as having the final judgment on a life.  This has simultaneously drawn attention away from truth claims in autobiography and suggests at the presence of the autobiographical in fiction.  
In a narrative such as Fruta verde which is created with deliberate and identifiable traces of the author’s life story, autobiographical details cannot be ignored.  Serna, in Fruta verde, by fictionalising his life and including in it thinly veiled references to others, he draws attention to the real individuals and other lives lived.  He also uses fiction to patch together what has been forgotten in the passing of time due to the flawed nature of memory.  
The importance of memory is made explicit in the final chapter in metafictional fashion, written from Germán’s perspective.  Considering whether to recount this story, the narrator writes,

comprendí que nunca sabemos a ciencia cierta si es demasiado pronto o demasiado tarde para transformar el recuerdo en literatura.  Los archivos de la memoria se pudren cuando nadie los abre.  Mauro no tuvo tiempo ni de quitarles el polvo, y con su muerte, los dos habíamos perdido una batalla contra el olvido (Fruta verde, 304).​[10]​

In this quotation and the rest of the final chapter, it is evident that the author character is concerned with being as faithful and as fair as possible to the individuals whose lives he has fictionalised.  He is keen to respect them but is unsure as to the reliability of his memories.  This meditation on the value of recording and fictionalising the past is where truth and fiction most explicitly blur.  Having clearly established Germán’s voice throughout the novel as a bright, insecure and inexperienced young man this transition to a forty-something, who is recognisably the third person narrator, moves the narrative from fiction to something resembling fact.  Noé Cárdenas reads the third person voice as clearly that of the author, 

Serna alterna distintos estilos y puntos de vista para construir su historia: lo mismo toma la voz  - en tercera persona – un narrador sabedor del pasado, presente y futuro de los personajes, así como de sus motivaciones y emociones al modo realista, como - en primera persona – la mente de Paula, proclive al monólogo, y la voz confesional de Germán a través de sus diarios.​[11]​  

However, Cárdenas ignores the shift in the final chapter to first person.  The author is appealing directly to the reader to understand what motivated his desire to write.  This chapter pulls together the loose ends, contemplates the validity of the storytelling process and makes direct reference to knowable facts about the author such as his career in television as a soap opera writer and as an historical novelist.  However, the truth is never fully named.  He does not refer to any of the characters by the names of real life individual to whom they correspond.  The character’s retain their names from the novel and he jumbles the facts by referring to a novel on the Aztecs which he has never written.  While meditating on this novel on the life of Tlacaélel he writes, 

se me traslapó con la novela autobiográfica exigida por el fantasma [Mauro].  ¿Cómo escribirla sin traicionar a mis muertos?  Yo no quería abolir el pasado…, pero si aspiraba a novelarlo con eficacia tendría que falsificar también algunos codices, para subsanar las lagunas de mi memoria.  Si había olvidado ya muchas ocurrencias felices de Mauro,…Me intimidaba más aún la dificultad de hacer un retrato fiel de mi madre…Devolverles la vida me costaría más trabajo que reconstruir la época de los tlatoanis, pero justamente por eso, el desafío me picaba el orgullo.  Tal vez toda mi obra anterior fuera un largo preámbulo para llegar a ese libro (Fruta verde, 304-305).​[12]​ 

The final sentence gives a sense of the weight that this novel has for Serna, against the backdrop of his previous works which have alternately been historical and contemporary.​[13]​  Therefore, as a melding of the two styles, Fruta verde uses both the street language and popular referents of his contemporary novels and the memory and evocations of the past evident in his historical novels.  By referencing his own work he is providing the reader and critic tools with which to read his novel and also deliberately blurs the line between fact and fiction.
	Having earlier referred to his memory as an archive, interestingly, he also suggests that they are ‘codices’, referring to the ancient manuscripts of the Aztecs he has been using to research his other novel.  This links memory to a distant past, and also alludes to the difficulties associated with decoding such texts which are often dilapidated by time and separated by cultural differences.  His claim to falsify the old in order to fill gaps in his memory intimates that there is much that is fictional in the novel not just to protect the memory of those now dead, but also because memory in itself is unreliable.
	In circular fashion, in some respects mirroring the opening pages where Paula is typing up a short story by Germán, the novel ends with a dream in which he walks into a room with Mauro and Paula enjoying a drink together.  He walks over to his mother to give her the manuscript of the novel saying, ‘Ten, mamá, es mi vida. ¿Me la puedes pasar en limpio?’ (Fruta verde, 310).​[14]​  These are the final lines of the novel.  Early in the novel she had expressed much pride in her role as a typist which let her believe that she was both participating in and enabling Germán’s creativity.  His dream reconciles the two individuals who were never at peace with each other in life and lets him puts his ghosts to rest.  Further, this reconciliation explains the title of the final chapter ‘Ofrenda’ [Offering].  Given that none of the rest of the chapters are named, this title bears even more resonance and sets it apart from the rest of the novel.  Implicit in the title is the suggestion that this book is an offering not just to his memory of Mauro and Paula, but also to his own memories of his youth, and to the real life individuals who were the inspiration for the characters in the novel.
In this final chapter the narrator describes the novel as his ‘biografía erotica’ [erotic biography] (309).  Thus he underscores the connection between the erotic and memory in the novel.  Serna’s fictional re-construction of his younger self is an exploration of what it means to be a man in contemporary Mexico and a meditation on the peculiar situation he finds himself as a bisexual man inhabiting two worlds simultaneously: gay and straight.  Thereby, these two worlds are shown not to be so separate or mutually exclusive.  Biography is an act of naming the past and trying to represent a version of the truth.  That this is always aspirational is an issue that is explored in the final chapter of the novel.  If, in addition, the author is publicly coming out, this is another narrative which deals in the nebulous creation of a self and the recovery of a truth.  Suzanna Danuta Walters writing about the process of gay coming out states,

‘coming out’ implies a becoming, a construction of the self as gay, now not ‘hidden’ within the fiction of heterosexuality.  But this ‘becoming’ is, for so many, also merged with a profound sense of ‘revealing’ a ‘truth’ that one had previously ‘hidden’.  That truth might indeed be a fiction (in that no identity is ever presocial, inhering in some untouched part of the soul or psyche or body), but it is a fiction that many live through, and in, quite deeply (20).

Her writing is inflected with a postmodern distrust of truth or fixed meaning.  The inverted commas she uses recall de Man’s ‘seeming’.  They both are drawing attention to the shifting significations of the words they employ.  There is an expectation of authenticity and truth with regard to the coming out narrative, whether it’s a fictionalised account or based on lived experience.  What Serna is doing in this fictionalisation of his coming out as a bisexual is to disturb the connection between the truth claims of both the coming out and of autobiography itself. 
Cárdenas, has described this novel as the first Mexican bisexual novel.  While, the gay novel has steadily grown in Mexico since the late 1970s and early 1980s and have gained a considerable readership, there has been a dearth of bisexual novels.​[15]​  This is an absence which is in line with international literary production, and is evidenced in writing about bisexuality.​[16]​  In part, this is because of the quite recent developments of a clear identitarian bisexual politics, the relative invisibility of bisexuals as a group, and the lack of a definable label for the many individuals who inhabit the increasingly porous spectrum between being identified as gay and heterosexual.  In addition, bisexuality is a term which has particular historical and social connotations in Mexico.  This local specificity is probably why, despite Germán’s self-labelling as bisexual, Serna is disinclined to engage in the consideration of ascribing a bisexual tag to his novel.  In an interview with García Hernández, he leaves it up to others to name it, ‘[e]l público y los críticos pueden etiquetarla [novela] como quieran (np).’​[17]​  Further explaining that, “[es]a etiqueta no me molesta, pero yo creo que la narrativa gay o bisexual debe aspirar siempre a salir de su gueto y yo quisiera que esta novela pudiera conmover a cualquier tipo de lectores.”​[18]​  Here, I shall examine the thorny issue of bisexuality in Mexico and look at how it is played out in the novel, and consider its significance for memory.
	In Mexico, bisexual practice in men, in common with much of Latin America, is not generally considered to be defined by an attraction to men or a decision to have sex or intimate relations with them.  Joseph M. Carrier explains that Mexican sexuality is tied to specific roles rather than with whom one is having sex, ‘[a] mestizo Mexican male’s masculine gender identity is not threatened by homosexual acts as long as he plays the insertor sex role; only the male insertee playing a female [sic] sex role, is considered homosexual’ (75).​[19]​  Of course there are layers of complexity to any individual’s sexual practices, what they like to do and will admit to having done with another to an outside interlocutor, which Annick Prieur explores in detail.​[20]​  In addition, the passive/active binary referred to by both Prieur and Carrier is one which suggests power on the side of the so-called active partner, this, also, does not quite describe the complexity of gendered and/or culturally bound relations that may exist within human intimacy.  Active/passive binaries can refer to both sexual practice and power plays within a relationship.  In Fruta verde Mauro is active, insofar as he pursues and seduces Germán.  But to a considerable extent it is Germán who is shown to have the power over Mauro as to whether he accepts or rejects Mauro’s advances and how far he is willing to go.  For example, having shared many intimacies, much weight is given to the relatively chaste, but highly symbolic act of a kiss, which I shall consider in detail later.  
In his quest to seduce Germán, after initial rejection, Mauro gradually breaks down Germán’s defences.  Mauro’s aim is not to turn him gay, instead he is looking for a ‘buga’, a term used to refer to a straight man, who will form a close and intimate relationship with him.  Early in the novel, in conversation with Julio/Juliette, his best friend, he says, ‘si es puto ya no me interesa, yo necesito un macho jalador’ (57).​[21]​  Contrary to much of the research carried out by anthropologists, for Julio/Juliette, this attitude is atypical and dated, ‘[a] ti lo que te gusta es seducer bugas, como a las locas de los cuarentas, y encima les pides fidelidad eternal.  Por eso te metes en tantas broncas’ (57).  Not only is Julio/Juliette criticising Mauro’s desire, he is also highlighting what he sees as its internal contradictions.  For Julio/Juliette Mauro cannot expect a straight man to enter into a long term gay relationship.  Mauro’s fluid thinking is explained by critics to be integral to a difference between Mexican and ‘Anglo-American culture’, where much theorising about sexuality has been instigated.  For Carrier, Anglo-American cultural thinking is characterised by a belief that ‘any homosexual behavior in an individual’s sexual biography, especially as an adult, raises the question of homosexuality not bisexuality, regardless of the ratio of heterosexual to homosexual behavior or feelings’ (Carrier, 76).​[22]​  In contrast, in Mexico, there is a ‘lack of stigmatization of the masculine insertor role in homosexual encounters’ (77).  These encounters are categorised by Carrier as being bisexual, as the same individuals have sex with both men and women, however they themselves may not identify themselves as such.  In the novel, Julio/Juliette who is an urban, middle class, gay man, ascribes to ‘Anglo-American’ definitions of gay/bisexual practice, while Mauro who was born into a rural, working-class family has what Carrier and others recognise as Mexican attitudes to male behaviour and orientation, which is more fluid. 
Despite the prevalence of the practice ‘male bisexuality is neither socially accepted nor stigmatized’ (Prieur, 90).  It occupies a hidden sphere where, while it is not named nor described, it can continue.  Prieur continues, ‘[b]isexual practice, then, is kept secret rather than being accepted.  Discretion is coupled with silence.  The lack of verbalization is associated with the fact that this activity is not segregated from other activities and relegated to a ghetto’ (92).  These sexual practices are private activities between individuals and, therefore, are not ascribed a marginal label.  However, they can permit many involved to enter and leave a marginalised territory.  Two men can meet and have sex without either of them concluding that they are therefore homosexual, nor do they necessarily see themselves as being bisexual.  There is a power in remaining silent, that is not naming what has transpired.  Germán describes this contradiction in Mexican society, ‘lo que subleva a mi madre y a su aliadas, no es tanto mi aparente depravación, sino la amenaza de que pretenda asumirla en público’ (Fruta verde, 191).​[23]​  Silence and discretion is important.  The consequence of this not naming of desires and actions is that the man doesn’t have to recognise that his sexual practices are outside of heterosexual libidinal desires.  
Germán’s journey from homophobia to acceptance reflects attitudes towards alternative sexualities that exist in Mexico.  The narrator pokes fun at his early reactions to Mauro and the other homosexuals who work in the advertising agency.  His reactions, when he realises that most of his co-workers are gay, are made seem ridiculous and exaggerated.  We are to laugh when he writes in his diary, ‘Madre de Dios, en qué jaula de locas había ido a parar’ (80) and ‘la agencia era una cueva de maricones’ (83).​[24]​  It is soon evident in conversations with his mother that even Germán is aware that his reactions are ridiculous.  When Paula happens upon him, Mauro and Pedro, his boss (who is also gay), having lunch in a café she notes with evident discomfort that ‘Germán parecía un cisne rodeado de piranhas’ (107).​[25]​  She expresses these fears to Germán and he, as a young man seeking independence, disagrees with her, and finds himself defending Mauro in the face of his own discomfort.  This pushes a wedge between them, which Paula colourfully describes in the following terms, ‘Esto no tiene nombre, por culpa de un maricón se ha roto la confianza entre los dos’ (148).​[26]​  Not only does his relationship with his mother deteriorate over her fears for her son, he is also teased by his friends, ‘Desde que empecé a tratar a Mauro soy la oveja rosa de la palomilla’ (185).​[27]​
There is also a very serious side to Germán and his friends’ prejudices.  This is shown in an incident in which Mauro goes out to have sex with a stranger, is picked up by a young man in a car, only to realize that there are others in the car who then savagely beat him, pouring petrol on him and threaten to burn him alive.  He survives the attack but is badly bruised.  The episode brings a note of seriousness in what is mostly a playful, lighthearted novel, and is perhaps all the more shocking for that.  It also draws attention to the real and serious dangers that Mauro and other gay men face in Mexico City, and gives an edge to Germán’s sexual dilemmas.  According to Guillermo Núñez Noriega homophobia defines Mexican heterosexuality, 

la homofobia no sólo estructura las ‘subjetividades homosexuales’, sino las subjetividades de todos los nacidos con genitales machos y las dinámicas de la identidad masculina, pues todos los varones somos objetos de violencia homofóbica como parte de nuestro proceso de masculinización (70).​[28]​  

Therefore, Germán’s internalized homophobia is part of his conditioning as a Mexican man so his indecisions are tinged with the fear that he could experience the same violence as Mauro in the future, and be subject to the same prejudices that he himself exhibited earlier.  
It is evident from Fruta verde that even being associated with a gay man is resulting in continual fights with his mother and some social isolation.  Carrier states that despite the relative frequency in which Mexican men indulge in same-sex coupling, 

[t]his [Mexican attitude to homosexuality] is not to imply that maintaining sexual relationships with both genders does not generate cognitive dissonance for some Mexican males.  It does.  The form such dissonance takes appears to be related mainly to the extent of involvement in homosexuality.  A major fear concerns the playing of the anal insertee sex role, which would directly threaten their masculine image (Carrier, 84).  

Prieur echoes this attitude, writing that for Mexican men ‘[p]enetration represents a crossing of the body’s boundaries’ (94).  For both scholars, anything but penetration can be experienced dispassionately and merely seen as a sexual release without changing the men’s self-perception.  This is described differently by Germán.  After Mauro performs oral sex on Germán, which is their first intimate relation, Germán experiences evident ‘cognitive dissonance’.  He ponders, ‘sin duda la mamada me había gustado, eso era lo peor de todo’ (Fruta verde, 217),​[29]​ and that ‘pese a las bromas cariñosas de Mauro, me angustiaba la sospecha de haber dado un paso irreversible, de haber hipotecado el destino de mi cuerpo’ (217-8).​[30]​  There could be multiple reasons why this experience is more weighty than what is often suggested by researchers in this field.  One is an issue often acknowledged by scholars, that it is difficult to get at the emotional truth behind sexual experiences from the point of view of the ‘heterosexual’ partner because of individuals not wanting to be labeled as anything other than straight. In contrast to academic research, this is an autobiographical novel and the author is evidently eager to be emotionally honest behind the fictional façade.  In addition, due to the journey the character took to get to this point where he is willing to have sex with Mauro, he has developed a deep friendship and gotten beyond his initial homophobia and cultural hang-ups.  
Interestingly, while Germán is not clear about his sexuality he is happy to put himself in what is traditionally considered to be the ‘passive’, ‘female’ role.  He says, ‘como tantas mujeres guapas conquistadas por feos encantadores yo había tenido la gentileza de regalarle mi cuerpo en recompensa por su largo y devoto cortejo’ (218).​[31]​  There is an obvious tone of irony in Germán’s arrogance in seeing himself as a gift comparable to that of a beautiful woman offering himself to an ugly man.  There is also a distinct possibility that the use of such a cliché is intentionally humorous.  In addition, Germán’s giving of his body is only partial according to the literature on bisexual practices, that is he did not have full intercourse.  But, his reaction reveals something that the literature readily concedes, that the honest feelings of the straight identified partner are more difficult to discern, due to the weight of macho façade that they often feel they need to maintain.  Interestingly, in a reversal of perceived self-identification, Germán explicitly identifies himself with the seduced woman.  The feminisation of his role challenges the critical assessment of Mexican male behaviour.  In addition, the woman he envisages is not fallen or a victim she is someone who, aware of the value of her body to the other is happy to give it as a unit of exchange.  There is power in this decision, albeit limited, although it reduces the sex act to one that belongs to the marketplace not libidinous relations.
The converse of this scenario is Mauro’s reaction to the events, 

[d]espués de una larga y secreta erosion, había bastado un soplo de brisa para derribar el muro carcomido por el salitre.  Y ahora no atinaba a saber que lo alegraba más: si su gloria íntima o el orgullo de haber conquistado a un inconquistable (Fruta verde, 221).​[32]​  

From Mauro’s point of view, despite the considerable time and effort it took him to get this far, this was an easy step for him and he believes that Germán is finally coming to terms with his ‘true’ sexuality as a homosexual man and future partner.  Mauro has idealised romantic expectations of what will come of this relationship.  For him, the complex dance that culminated in this sex act was part of the game of seduction, whereas Germán sees it as crossing into new terrain which produces confusion.  
In a diary entry Germán meditates on his sexual preferences. The value of this diary format is that it allows Serna to give Germán a voice.  This is not the older man reflecting on how he was as a young adult; it is the young adult’s voice, interspersed with the dialogue that Germán has chosen to reproduce in his diary to describe his daily interactions.  In the diary we can read with amusement as this earnest young man engages with Marxist dogma in his interpretation of his mother’s behaviour as well as gain insight into his internal struggle to define himself.  In his figuring through of what it means to be bisexual he interprets others behaviours according to rigid binaries.  For example, he writes of Pedro’s idolatry of Marilyn Monroe.  He notes that they are ‘expertos en la materia’ (257), avidly debating the causes and consequences of her death.​[33]​  This leads him to conclude that ‘[s]u culto a Marilyn y a otras divas de la pantalla me hace pensar que en el fondo ambos son bisexuales, pero han reprimido su lado hetero por salud mental’ (258).​[34]​ His assessments are evidently to be seen to be flawed.  Rather than real analysis founded on objective investigation, this is Germán figuring through a possible route that he sees he may have to follow and a projection of his own insecurities and lack of self-definition.  He continues his meditation, 

[t]al vez la definición de una preferencia sexual no sea tanto una cuestión de hormonas, sino de equilibrio psicológico.  Convertir el deseo sublimado en idolotría frívola puede ser algo frustrante, una especie de celibato sacerdotal.  Pero es la major solución que han encontrado para no permanecer de por vida en la cuerda floja donde yo comienzo a trastabillar (258).​[35]​  

He not only projects his own desires and prejudices onto Pedro and Mauro as if refusing to believe that there can be an either/or sexuality and situates them in the same ‘zigzagueos sexuales’ [sexual zigzags] (260) in which he sees his own preferences lie.  It appears that in the narcissistic way of youth, Germán is suggesting that since he is coming of age as a bisexual man others must fall into the same spectrum, but they are not enlightened enough to realize this fact.  
Mauro also displays a lack of acceptance of bisexuality and shows little sympathy for Germán’s identity shifts.  In an argument that is typical of their feisty relationship, he asks why Germán is refusing to kiss him.  Germán tells him about a recent attraction for a girl.  Mauro’s reaction is clear.  

Ay Germán, ¿cuándo te vas a aceptar?
-¿Aceptarme como qué?  Las mujeres siempre me han gustado y siempre me gustarán.
-Pues no lo parece cuando estás en mi cama.
-¿Y qué? ¿No puedo ser bisexual?
-Eso creía yo también a tu edad.  No te engañes, Germán.  Eres una nena y más te vale admitirlo desde ahora.
-La misma cantaleta de Juliette Miranda [referring to an earlier argument in the narrative] – me subí la bragueta encolerizado -.  Estoy hasta la madre de ustedes.  ¡Yo hago con mi cuerpo lo que me da la gana! (261-262).​[36]​

Their discussion shows that Mauro has more rigid beliefs about sexual labels than is read as normal by Prieur and Carrier.  When it suits him, he does not subscribe to a fluid sexuality open to shifts in experience, here, it is a well-defined concept of either/or.  This is perhaps because his self-definitions fit neatly with his emotional and sexual desires.  Germán’s definite assertion of his opinions and closing of his zip is very shortly overcome by his desire, and he soon lies back and enjoys Mauro take his penis in his mouth.
	Germán makes clear that he is still experiencing ‘cognitive dissonance’ as a result of these encounters.  He writes, 

[t]engo una personalidad dividida, pues con Mauro solo quiero placeres sucios y estoy reservando mi ternura para una mujer inalcanzable.  O dicho de otra manera: le entrego mi cuerpo a un hombre, pero conservo una virginidad relativa, la de la boca, que en mi caso es la puerta del alma (262).​[37]​  

He self-parodies his refusal to kiss Mauro aware of the cultural and social constraints that are governing his actions.  This behaviour is likened to the contradictory pressures that are put on women to guard their chastity for the right man.  He is saving himself for the idealised, unattainable woman.  Further, he describes his body and mind to be in conflict, 

[m]i cuerpo y yo somos siameses, acudimos a las citas a regañadientes, viéndonos de reojo.  Lo permito sus excesos siempre y cuando no los cometa delante de mí.  Pero a veces desearía amputarlo de mi costado para enseñarle quién manda en casa (263).​[38]​

This takes the discomfort at naming what he is a step further with a desire to refuse to recognize or to distance himself from his actions.  The trajectory of self-discovery that the diary format allows means that the reader can observe the character in development.  He can be contradictory and meditative, because we are watching a process, not the final resolved being that is usually the case with the weight of authorial control in autobiography.
	Germán’s attempts to tease out his sexuality rests on a conundrum that besets discussions of bisexuality as expressed by Marjorie Garber.  She elucidates the questions that are central to the whole concept of bisexuality, ‘Is bisexuality a ‘third kind’ of sexual identity? Or is it something that puts in question the very concept of sexual identity in the first place?’ (2000, 15).  In this dilemma there is the additional problem that ‘[n]o sociological or therapeutic model for describing bisexuality has come to terms with either its erotic power or its stigmatization by both straights and gays’ (28).  As we see above, Germán is experiencing Mauro’s disbelief that there is another possibility outside of the gay/straight binary, while Germán is insisting, in the absence of any positive or familiar models, that there is another way, which is all-inclusive.
	Another quandary that Germán is faced with is whether his decision to describe himself as bisexual is an easy way to stay in the closet, as he is accused of doing.  He playfully contemplates this tension and eschews any definitive label.  

Disfruto por igual mis dos vidas, lo que me pesa es tener una personalidad bifronte por consideración hacia los demás.  Preferiría tener una sola cara con bigote y rimel en las pestañas, en vez de cambiar de papel según el público que me observa…Mi círculo familiar toleraría quizá una definición tajante, si mañana me declaro puto en un arrebato confessional.  ¿Pero estoy seguro de ser un joto hecho y derecho?  ¿Qué pasa si al poco tiempo me enamoro de una mujer en calidad de lesbiana?  La gente quiere certezas, definiciones claras, no ambigüedades, y como yo no podré darle gusto nunca, presiento que nadie tendrá la benevolencia de aceptarme tal como soy (264).​[39]​

This passage is both poignant and playful.  Germán is obviously conflicted about his sexuality, but does not know of a public way of expressing both sides simultaneously.  The performative suggestion of the ‘bigote and rimel’ are facets of the either/or of butch masculinity and highly feminine make-up.​[40]​  His suggestion that he could assume a lesbian identified relationship with a woman reflects his desire to push out the boundaries that define conventional sexual relations.  The suggestions at cross-dressing (moustache and mascara) and transgender relations ties in with Garber’s reading of transvestism as ‘not just a category crisis of male and female, but the crisis of category itself’ (1992, 17).  At the same time he is challenging the categories of male/female and the rigid binaries that govern sexuality, and is employing these to make his point.  Perhaps, because a new language has not been created to describe this otherness.  
	German’s challenge to the status quo is tinged with nostalgia.  There is the waivering, sometimes definite voice of the young man as recorded in the diaries who can declare that ‘esta capacidad de desdoblamiento me será muy útil para escribir.  Cuando quiera inventar personajes femeninos, de aquí en adelante solo tendré que observarme a mí misma’ (Fruta verde, 264).​[41]​  He sees his life experience as potentially, professionally useful.  He is easy with his ‘feminine’ role, yet reinforces stereotypes about the feminine in this statement by equating feminine with woman.  As Judith Butler explains, ‘the very attribution of femininity to female bodies as if it were a natural or necessary property takes place within a normative framework in which the assignment of femininity to femaleness is one mechanism for the production of gender itself’ (10).  This possibility, at first, may seem radical, that is a young man being capable of taking on a ‘female’ role can then imagine himself into a fictional female body.  However, this ‘femininity’ is labeled as such only because he is ambiguous about offering his body and his role at this stage of the narrative is as the ‘passive’ partner.  Presented as diary entries in a novel where these are demonstrably evolutionary, the bombastic voice of youth is palpable and transient.  His naïveté is evident, as too is the fact we are reading his maturing thoughts not a resolved, considered opinion based on experience.  The idealism is palpable.  The older man who looks back over his life in the final chapter presents us with a more conventional view.  He has not radically reinvented gender relations.  However, while he has become a husband and father, he has been able to form relationships on his own terms.  He has a wife who understands the close friendship he maintained with his former lover Mauro.  This detail demonstrates how, behind the labels and assumptions, individuals create their own meaning in their interpersonal relationships.    
	In a recent study of masculinity in rural northern Mexico, Núñez Noriega declares that there is a need to re-think categories heretofore utilized to discuss sexuality.  He says, ‘[a]l resistir esas categorías dominantes, la experiencia homoerótica se revela en su complejidad, heterogeneidad y resilencia’ (60).​[42]​  In line with this thinking, Fruta verde is a more nuanced representation of Mexican masculine sexuality than many previous academic studies.  The tensions and debates between the characters play out the individual accommodations that lie behind the (sometimes necessary) generalizations and conclusions that have been drawn by scholarly texts.  Germán’s personal struggle with his sexuality is made more interesting to contemplate as a representation drawn from memory.  Memory is flawed, containing many cracks and fissures through which the past is clouded by experiences past and present.  What further grounds the autobiographical novel is an explicit intention to protect the memory of the dead who have been fictionalized.  In addition, this is a novel in which there is a very public and groundbreaking coming out which brings with it attendant complications.  In this context, the author has to be conscious of his responsibility towards others in his coming out.  Further, there is an implied audience, who can influence the aesthetic and narrative choices.

In Fruta verde, Serna names the heretofore unnamed in Mexican literature and explores the personal struggles that are involved in his own coming of age.  Set against the backdrop of the long accepted and hegemonic concept of what it means to be a Mexican man, this novel is a radical change.  This is a memory of a younger self in the 1970s.  The character created from these memories, Germán is comfortable with exploring his ‘femininity’ and placing himself in a passive role.  This is never under contention in the novel.  However, his one struggle is with his sexuality, which is resolved through an exploration of the homophobia of the late 1970s as well through the inscription of his own personal journey. 
In response to my questions, Serna explained why he chose to write fiction rather than a factual account of this period in his life.  One primary motivation was freedom,

Fiction has given me more freedom to tell this story, and I didn’t want to hurt the feelings of those who were near [to the story] who could feel hurt by how they are represented in the novel.  Also, fiction lets me into the soul of Paula and Mauro, something I couldn’t do if I had told the story as an autobiography.  That was very important for me, because in this novel I tried to revive two lost loved ones’, (interview with author).

He also wanted to respect both the living and the dead.  Another reason was a recognition of the limitations of memory,

From the beginning of the novel I realised that imagination would make up for the gaps in my memory.  I took liberties to change the chronology of the events, but I didn’t allow myself to falsify the motivations and the emotional depths of the characters.  You have to very carefully craft the intimate novel to ensure what Stendhal called the ‘movements of the soul’.  In this task, sometimes, intuition is more reliable than memory (interview with author).

As is clear from these statements, for Serna, fiction provided him with the ability to enter into others’ minds, bridge gaps in his own memory and creatively restore the past for himself, thereby recover his now dead loved ones.  Fruta verde is a vivid and lively exploration of what it meant for Serna to come out as a bisexual man in Mexico in the 1970s.  In addition, it conveys that even through the careful re-stitching of the past through the fictionalisation of memory, it is still impossible to know the whole truth.
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^1	  Enrique Serna Fruta verde, (México: Editorial Planeta, 2006).  Fruta verde literally translates as ‘green fruit’, however, ‘greenhorn’ possibly captures the meaning more accurately.  All translations from Spanish are mine.
^2	  This conceit is reminiscent of Ángeles Mastretta’s novel Arráncame la vida, [Mexican Bolero] (Madrid: Alfaguara, [1986] 1996), also named after a bolero, in which a key seduction scene plays out against the backdrop of the chosen song for more on the bolero in Mastretta, see Niamh Thornton, Women and the Novela de la Revolución in Mexico, (New York and Lampeter: Edwin Mellen Press, 2006).
^3	  ‘I wanted to achieve a strong connection with my characters, instead of observing them from a satirical distance.  Sometimes irony gets in the way of sympathy’.
^4	  Señorita México, [Miss Mexico] (México: Editorial Planeta, [1993] 2000).
^5	  See, for example, William Foster on the queering of mainstream culture.
^6	  ‘Bittersweet [taste] of perversity’.
^7	  I am to blame that you are bad/girlish lips/I taught you to kiss.  The song has been sung by both men and women.
^8	  ‘There are two stories: one tells the tribulations of a young eighteen-year-old, who is being pursued by a dramatist twice his age, who is trying to seduce him, the other is his mother’s story, who is having a similar problem; a teenager is trying to win her heart.’
^9	  ‘The decent and banal Bartoloche street...more than a street it was the living memory of his past.’
^10	  ‘I understood that we never know for sure if it is too early or too late to convert memory into literature.  The archives of memory go stale when they are not opened.  Mauro didn’t even have the time to dust them off, and with his death, both of us had lost them in a battle against forgetting.’
^11	  ‘Serna alternates distinct styles and points of view to create his narrative: he himself takes the voice – in third person – of an omniscient narrator who knows the characters’ past, present and future.  In the manner of a realist novel, he is also aware of their motivations and emotions.  For example, when, in first person, we see into the mind of the mother, Paula, who is inclined to monologue, and are party to Germán’s confessional voice through his diaries,’ Cárdenas, np.
^12	  ‘It overlapped with the autobiographical novel that [Mauro’s] ghost demanded.  How could I write it without betraying my dead.  I didn’t want to abolish the past…, but if I did hope to fictionalise it properly I would have to falsify some of the codices, to paste over some of the gaps in my memory.  If I had forgotten many of Mauro’s happy experiences,…I was more intimidated by the difficulty of creating a faithful portrait of my mother…Bringing them back to life would be harder work than recreating the era of the Tlatoanis, but because of that, I was ready for the challenge.  Perhaps, all my previous works had been a long preamble to get to this book.’ 
^13	  Uno soñaba que era rey [He who Dreamt He Was King], (México: Editorial Planeta, [1989] 2000) and El seductor de la patria [The Seducer of the Country], (México: Joaquín Mortiz, 1999).
^14	  ‘Here, mother, this is my life.  Could you type it out for me?’
^15	  For more on the gay novel in Mexico see, for example, Schaefer and Schneider.
^16	  See, for example, the Bi Academic Intervention and Garber (2000).
^17	  ‘The public and the critics can label it whatever way they like’.
^18	  ‘that label doesn’t bother me, but I think that gay or bisexual narratives should aim to get out of their ghetto and I hope that the novel would move any type of reader’, email interview with author.
^19	  Prieur uses the terms ‘penetrator’ and ‘penetrated’, 83.
^20	  See, also, Núñez Noriega
^21	  I shall continue to use Julio/Juliette as both names are used equally in the novel to refer to this character.
^22	  ‘You like to seduce straight guys, like the fags in the 40s, and on top of that you expect eternal fidelity.’  This assumption of the different emphasis placed on attitudes to sexuality between ‘Anglo-American’ and Hispanic cultures is useful for the discussion here.  However, queer studies is eager to dispel any simplistic categorisation of sexuality, see, for example, Dyer.
^23	  ‘What upsets my mother and her allies isn’t the apparent depravity, but the threat lies in carrying it out in public.’
^24	  ‘Mother of God, what sort of cage of fags had I ended up in’ and ‘the agency was a cave of queers’.
^25	  ‘Germán looked like a swan surrounded by piranhas.’ 
^26	  ‘This is not on, because of a queer our relationship is ruined’.
^27	  ‘Since I began hanging out with Mauro I’m the pink sheep of the gang.’ 
^28	  ‘homophobia doesn’t just structure ‘homosexual subjectivities’, but all of those born with male genitalia as well as the dynamic of masculine identity, since all men are objects of homophobic violence as part of the process of our masculinization’. 
^29	  ‘Worst of all, without a doubt I had enjoyed the blow-job.’
^30	  ‘Despite Mauro’s gentle jokes, I was preoccupied with the suspicion that I had taken an irreversible step, and that I had foreclosed my body’s destiny.’
^31	  ‘Like many beautiful women seduced by charming ugly men, I had the generosity of granting him my body in return for his long and devout courtship.’
^32	  ‘After a long and secret erosion, it only took a small breeze to knock down the wall eroded by saltpetre.  And now, he couldn’t decide what made him happier: the glory of the intimacy or the joy of having conquered the unconquerable.’
^33	  ‘Experts on the subject.’
^34	  ‘Their fandom of Marilyn and of other screen divas led me to conclude that underneath it all both of them are bisexual, but for reasons of mental health they have suppressed their hetero side.’  
^35	  ‘Maybe the definition of sexual preference isn’t so much a question of hormones, rather one of psychological balance.  Their conversion of sublimated desire into frivolous idolatry can be somewhat frustrating, a sort of priestly celibacy.  But it is the best solution that they have come across so as not to remain on the tightrope that I have started to stumble across.’
^36	  ‘Oh, Germán, when are you going to accept yourself? / Accept myself as what?  I have always liked women and I always will. / It doesn’t seem like that when you are in my bed. / So what?  Can I not be bisexual? / I thought the same when I was your age.  Don’t fool yourself, Germán.  You’re just a kid, but you might as well come to terms with it now. / The same story Juliette Miranda came out with – I pulled my zip up angrily -, I’m fed up with you all.  I’ll do what I want with my body.’
^37	  ‘I have a divided personality.  With Mauro, I only want dirty pleasures while I keep my tenderness for an unobtainable woman.  In other words: I give my body to a man, but keep a sort of virginity of the lips, which, in my case is the door to the soul.’
^38	  ‘My body and I are like a Siamese twin, we go on dates unwillingly, looking at each other from the corner of our eyes.  I allow it its excesses as long as it doesn’t do anything in front of me.  But, sometimes, I would like to cut it off from the side, to show it who’s boss.’
^39	  ‘I enjoy both my lives equally.  What does trouble me is having a dual front towards the world.  I would prefer to have the one face with a moustache and mascara, instead of changing roles according to whoever I’m with…My family circle would tolerate a clear definition if I came out as a fag.  But, am I sure that I am one hundred percent gay?  What would happen if I were to fall in love with a woman in a lesbian way?  People like absolutes, clear definitions, without ambiguities, and since I cannot give them these, I expect no one will really accept me for who I really am.’ 
^40	  ‘Moustache and mascara.’
^41	  ‘This capacity to be split in two will help me as a writer.  From here on in, when I want to invent female characters I will only have to observe myself.’
^42	  ‘Resisting all of these dominant categories, the homoerotic experience is revealed in all of its complexity, heterogeneity and resilience.’
